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FOREWORD

T

he European Union Programmes Agency (EUPA) is
presenting its second annual report following the
introduction of the Erasmus+ Programme 2014 – 2020.
Malta has been entrusted with a budgetary allocation for
this period to finance projects under the five main sectors,
namely Higher Education, Vocational Education and Training,
School Education, Adult Education, and Youths. In 2015, the
total allocation for projects under these sectors was close
to €6 million. The projects financed under this programme
bring together a wide array of target groups which include
educators, students, NGOs, academics, youth workers, and
young people amongst others.
Following my appointment as National Coordinator earlier
in the year, one of my main priorities was to optimise the
organisation’s efficiency and improve overall service quality.
This reorganisation brought with it a number of challenges.
One particular challenge was to accommodate all of the
Agency’s programmes and networks (Erasmus+, Europass,
Eurodesk, Euroguidance, ECVET), under the Communications
and Outreach Unit. The rationale behind this was to
collectively manage these ‘brands’, and realise the numerous
synergies that exist between them. During this period,
the Communications Unit also consolidated the Agency’s
social media presence, a strategy which is already yielding
encouraging results.
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On a slightly different note, to ensure that all of the Agency’s
operations are in line with EC and national regulations, the
Internal Audit and Service Quality Management Unit initiated
a thirty month internal audit plan. This process will come to
an end on 30th June, 2017. Parallel to this, the Internal Audit
Unit continued with its work on the Common Assessment
Framework (CAF): a self-assessment tool designed to obtain
a diagnosis of the Agency. The ultimate aim of the CAF is to
identify a set of actions for improvement.
The Finance and Administration Unit has also undergone
significant changes. For instance, the introduction of
Management Accounts and the Audit Trail will undoubtedly
assist in the planning and operations of the Agency. Similarly,
the accrual accounting practice will give management more
accurate and timely financial information. These new measures
will certainly promote principles of good governance.
On a different front, the Programme Management Office (PMO)
was re-organised by ‘Sector’, rather than by ‘Key Action’. Since
Programme Officers can now specialise on a group of clients,
this change – which is ‘market-led’, rather than ‘product-led’
– has improved the overall support that the Agency offers to
both existing and prospective beneficiaries.
Finally, the Information and Communication Technology Unit

(ICT) has continued to provide its sterling support to both
beneficiaries, and the Agency’s staff. Since the Erasmus+
Programme is completely paperless, this is no easy task,
particularly when strict deadlines need to be adhered to.
Furthermore, the ICT and Communications Unit have been
working on the design of a new Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) system. The new CRM, which shall come
into operation shortly, will improve the Agency’s data analysis,
thus making campaigns more targeted.
It is expected that 2016 will be yet another important and
challenging year for the Agency in which the implementation
of the projects funded in this first year of the Erasmus+
Programme will be at the centre of its efforts. The Agency is
aware of the fact that maintaining first-rate results implies
further and continued investment in its human resources
– its people. In view of this, I would like to thank all EUPA
employees for their loyalty and constant dedication towards
the organisation and its beneficiaries. It is through their efforts
that the Agency ultimately fulfils its mission. Likewise, I would
like to thank beneficiaries and all applicants for believing in the
Agency, and the Erasmus+ Programme.
Doreen Camilleri
National Coordinator
European Union Programmes Agency

Doreen Camilleri, National Coordinator, addressing beneficiaries at
the Grant Award Ceremony on 30th July, 2015. The majority of funds
were awarded a month earlier than the latest date stipulated by the
European Commission.
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Executive Summary

T

he focus of the 2015 Annual Report is to provide
information about achievements made throughout the
year both at local and National levels.

The scope of the annual report is to analyse the results attained
by the Agency throughout the year, including the number
of projects undertaken by a variety of organisations through
these funding programmes.
As in previous years, good results were once again achieved
through the promotion of past good practices and the
disseminating of information at various levels. An increase
in the number of applications received and in the number
of organisations and institutions participating in the new
Programme has also been observed.
The main highlight of the 2015 report is the examples of
best practices for the Youth in Action, Lifelong Learning and
Erasmus+ Programmes which ended in 2014.
For 2015 the Erasmus+ Programme received the following
funding:
Higher Education

€1,950.804.00

Vocational Education and Training

€1,167.412.00

School Education

€563.260.00

Adult Education

€467.060.00

Youth
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€1,570.266.00

Throughout 2015 the Agency has cooperated extensively with
a number of entities. These include EURES, the Employment
and Training Corporation, Aġenzija Żgħażagħ and MEUSAC,
amongst others. The aim being to better explain the funding
opportunities available under the new funding programme.
Such ongoing activities have in fact boosted further the
visibility of the Erasmus+ programme and have helped in the
Agency’s continued effort to assist the various institutions and
organisations to tap into funds available in order to enhance
their professional and carrying capacity development.
The National Agency is looking forward to the start of 2016,
which will no doubt bring about other funding opportunities
for institutions and organisations alike.

Communications and Outreach Unit

A

number of initiatives were undertaken throughout this
year to secure the uptake of funds available under the
Erasmus+ programme whilst ensuring that quality level
benchmarks relating to submitted applications is increased.
Based on the results achieved through the multiannual plan
presented for the years 2015 to 2020, the Unit could further
elaborate on its strategy through a more unified and integrated
marketing approach intended to provide better outreach
results. Based on the results achieved through the efforts
made in 2015 the NA is now in a better position to present a
multiannual plan covering information and promotion activities
and the dissemination and exploitation of project results in line
with the needs and requirements of its target audience.
As part of the multiannual plan interim reviews and in
line with the vision, mission and objectives stated in the
Communications Strategy, in 2015 the Agency focused further
on adopting an integrated marketing approach. The aim of
this exercise was that of consolidating and strengthening
the various factions of the multiannual plan, particularly
the networks (ECVET, Eurodesk, Europass, Euroguidance), to
achieve synergy. The reason behind this was to improve both
the effectiveness of the EUPA’s strategy, and also its efficiency.
The following measures are being taken to strengthen the
Agency’s marketing strategy:
A new Communications Executive was recruited whose duties
include website and social media management; thereby a
more user-friendly website is gradually being introduced; an
integrated social media strategy, with a single point of contact,
is being implemented; feedback forms have been revised
to ensure that the right data is being captured; following

beneficiaries feedback, one-to-one meetings are becoming
more frequent; workshop based information sessions are
replacing one-way information seminars so to ensure more
interaction and better exchange of project ideas; workshop
based stakeholders’ meetings are also being practiced to
ensure effectiveness; workshop based training sessions,
which encourage interaction, have been well-received
by the external assessors; to aid management in decision
making, all feedback is currently being digitised and will be
further presented in graphic format; the communications
unit organises regular internal meetings and also meetings
with other Units to ensure smooth operations; campaigns
are being planned using a sectoral based approach, making
them more targeted; to target the Higher Education and Youth
sector (October deadline), magazines, radio and TV were used;
a rebranding exercise has been undertaken, this in line with
the results achieved from the evidence based research and
feedback received from the general public, EUPA was not
being recognised as the Agency responsible for Erasmus+ thus
the need for a rebranding exercise was felt, reflecting a sharp
increase of 78% in social media; these results were achieved
without any paid advertising (organic); to capture and better
analyse the social media landscape, the Agency has subscribed
to a social media management software (SproutSocial); finally,
the Agency’s Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is
currently being strengthened to cater more for the Unit’s
needs.
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Information and Communication Technology Unit (ICT)

T

he main role of the Information and Communication
Technology Unit is that of maintaining the ICT
infrastructure and equipment, developing and sustaining
ICT-related Projects, as well as Data and Information
Management. The unit ensures that through the systems it
provides there is an optimised execution of all programmes
related to the implementation of the EU funded programmes
managed by the National Agency.

Network services, and the Wireless Environments operated by
the Agency.

The ICT Unit has under its remit the following functions:

In effort to keep abreast of new technologies, the computers
of the Programme Management Office were upgraded and all
computers at the agency had their Operating System software
updated to Microsoft Windows 8.1.

ICT Infrastructure and Equipment
The ICT infrastructural and equipment maintenance is sub
divided into two elements:
• Networking and Communications;
• IT support and help desk.
The Networking and Communications aspect advices on all
matters relating to the Local and Wide Area Networks, and
provides complete Network communication and infrastructure
support and traffic analysis. It maintains an effective
communication link through the Wide Area Network (WAN)
between the EUPA, the Malta Information Technology Agency
(MITA), and Third Party infrastructures. The ICT unit is responsible
for the management of continuous technology development
and the impact on of such technology on the evolution of the
systems embraced by the Agency. The ICT unit ensures that
the Agency stays abreast with modern technology in all aspect
of data networking and communication. In addition, the Unit
provides technical services in relation to the maintenance and
security aspects in connection with Gateway infrastructures,
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The IT Support and Help Desk function provides real-time
technical support to staff and advises on any ICT related
procurement that is required. ICT Projects follow a structured
approach from initiation and planning to the development and
implementation of ICT projects at the Agency.

Data and Information Management
The ICT unit supports the implementation of application
software evaluated and approved by management as well as
those provided by the European Commission.
As part of continuous improvements, both implementation
of the Enterprise Content Management (ECM) solution and
the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software have
been upgraded to newer versions where additional features
and functionality have been introduced. Furthermore, the
latter has been further customised to meet better the agency’s
new requirements to track and measure marketing campaigns
over multiple networks.

The Finance and Administration Office fulfils the financial and general administration functions of
the Agency. The Office manages the accounting process, procurement, human resources and the
front desk. The latter provides administrative support to the Project Management Office on receipt
of project applications and uploading of documents in digital form to the Electronic Content
Management System.
The Office conducts core supporting functions in liaison with the Programmes Management Office
relating to EU funded projects through carrying out financial assessment of projects submitted by
applicants as well as the interim and final settlement of the financial elements of these projects. The
corporate financial operations include budgeting, procurement and payments for services and
supplies procurement, and the recording of employee remuneration.

Finance and Administration Unit

The graphs below illustrate the nature of grants awarded throughout the year 2015 under the
Erasmus+ Programme, amounting to an aggregate of €4.88 million and where 47.3% have been
awarded to projects under key actions addressing the various sectors of the educational field.

T

he Finance and Administration Unit fulfils the financial and
general administration functions of the Agency. The Unit
manages the accounting process, procurement, human
resources and the front desk. The latter provides administrative
support to the Project Management Office on receipt of project
applications and uploading of documents in digital form to the
Electronic Content Management System.
The Office conducts core supporting functions in liaison with
the Programmes Management Unit relating to EU funded
projects through carrying out financial assessment of projects
submitted by applicants as well as the interim and final
settlement of the financial elements of these projects. The
corporate financial operations include budgeting, procurement
and payments for services and supplies procurement, and the
recording of employee remuneration.
The graphs on the following page illustrate the nature of
grants awarded throughout the year 2015 under the Erasmus+
Programme, amounting to an aggregate of €4.88 million and
where 47.3% have been awarded to projects under key actions
addressing the various sectors of the educational field.

contribute to the development of knowledge and skills of the
staff. In 2015, an aggregate of 127 training days were dedicated
to training undertaken both locally and abroad. Employees
benefitted from a range of training activities comprising the
administration of EU funded programmes, human resources
skills, procurement matters and the use of digital media.

The Unit assists in fulfilling reporting obligations of the
Agency through the compilation of reports relating to all
EU programmes and initiatives managed by the Agency, as
required by national authorities and the European Commission.
Internal reports are also compiled for management purposes. It
furthermore maintains liaison with the European Commission,
the National Audit Unit and other stakeholders in collaboration
with the Agency’s National Coordinator, management and staff.

For the coming year, The Finance and Administration Unit
shall aim to strengthen the internal processes with the aim to
introduce more effective measures of operations. It is planned
that the Agency shall migrate to e-tendering platform to
increase both visibility and effectiveness in procuring supplies
and services. The Unit is also planning to continue developing
its training function as part of the continuous professional
development approach of the Agency.

The Human Resources section under this Unit continued to

With the SAGE Evolution accounting system now firmly in
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place, the Unit shall continue to
strengthen its financial reporting
mechanisms. This Unit will continue
to ensure that all payments due to
both beneficiaries and suppliers
are checked and settled within the
time-frames set in the NA’s Manual
of Procedures.

The Office assists in fulfilling reporting obligations of the Agency through the compilation of reports
relating to all EU programmes and initiatives managed by the Agency, as required by national
authorities and the European Commission. Internal reports are also compiled for management
purposes. It furthermore maintains liaison with the European Commission, the National Audit Unit
and other stakeholders in collaboration with the Agency’s National Coordinator, management and
staff.
The Human Resources section under this Office continued to contribute to the development of
knowledge and skills of the staff. In 2015, an aggregate of 127 training days was dedicated to
training undertaken both locally and abroad. Employees benefitted from a range of training activities
comprising the administration of EU funded programmes, human resources skills, procurement
matters and the use of digital media.

The Office assists in fulfilling reporting obligations of the Agency through the compilation of reports
relating to all EU programmes and initiatives managed by the Agency, as required by national
authorities and the European Commission. Internal reports are also compiled for management
purposes. It furthermore maintains liaison with the European Commission, the National Audit Unit
and other stakeholders in collaboration with the Agency’s National Coordinator, management and
staff.
The Human Resources section under this Office continued to contribute to the development of
knowledge and skills of the staff. In 2015, an aggregate of 127 training days was dedicated to
training undertaken both locally and abroad. Employees benefitted from a range of training activities
comprising the administration of EU funded programmes, human resources skills, procurement
matters and the use of digital media.
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Internal Audit and Quality Service Management Unit

Introduction

T

he purpose of EUPA’s Internal Audit and Quality Service
Management Unit is to provide the Agency’s management
with objective reviews and consultation services on the
Agency’s operations, in accordance with its standard operating
procedures and the Commission’s regulations. In 2015, the unit
continued its reviews as guided by the Audit Plan and also
carried out complementary reviews.
Independence and objectivity
The Internal Audit and Quality Service Management unit has
no direct operational responsibility or authority over any of the
activities audited in order to be effective in executing its work
objectively. To ensure its independence, the Internal Audit
and Quality Service Management unit reports to the National
Coordinator and the Ministerial Audit Committee.
Internal Audit Plan
The Agency’s thirty-month Internal Audit plan is the working
document which guides the Internal Audit function on the
work to be undertaken. The current audit plan covers 30
months, starting from 1st January 2015 to 30th June 2017. The
plan is divided into six month periods, thereby having a total of
five cycles and directs the internal auditor on the audit areas to
be tested so as to ensure that the systems of internal controls
and supporting procedures are adequate.
In the first half of 2015 the NA Management provided feedback
on the action plan containing the findings presented in the
Cycle 4 action plan. Feedback on the Action Plan was reviewed

and on finalisation of the plan review, a review conclusion
document was created and provided to the NA Management
and Audit Committee. Furthermore the audit reviews pertaining
to the cycle 5 of the former Agency’s Internal Audit Plan were
undertaken. The cycle 5 review entailed the examination of
processes undertaken during July 2014 and December 2014.
All the risk areas identified in the audit plan were reviewed in
this cycle.
In the second half of 2015, the cycle 5 action plan was presented
and filled by the NA Management and internal audit reviewed
the feedback provided. In addition, internal audit commenced
the review of the risk areas presented under the cycle 1 of the
current Internal Audit Plan. The Cycle 1 review covers the High
Risk areas and the period covered is January 2015 to June 2015.
Common Assessment Framework
In 2014 the Agency commenced the Common Assessment
Framework (CAF) process. The CAF is a self-assessment tool
designed to obtain a diagnosis of the Agency and identify
improvement actions. Following the self assessment exercises
held in 2014, the CAF team started to work on the CAF Report
to be presented to the NA Management. In 2015 an update
on the CAF status was provided to all staff and the CAF report
was finalised and presented to the National Coordinator. A CAF
information session describing the CAF report was made to
all staff. In the second half of 2015 a CAF working group was
formed in order to draft an improvement plan. On finalisation
of this improvement plan, the Agency will commence the
implementation of the improvement actions. Monitoring is key
and the Agency will monitor the implementation and evaluation
of the actions undertaken together with their outcomes.
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Supplementary Internal Audit Reviews
Throughout 2015 the Internal Audit and Quality Service
Management unit provided additional support through its
assessment activities to support the Agency’s management.
Reviews undertaken by the Internal Audit and Quality Service
Management unit included a report on the compliance
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assessment; a review of the processes adopted for the selection
of primary checks, the assessment of interim reports and the
assessment of final reports and desk checks. A review on the
ex-post publication of grant award 2014 results was also carried
out and an E+ project documentation checklist until the grant
agreement stage was prepared.

Programme Management Office

T

he Programme Management Office (PMO) within the
EUPA is the responsible unit which supports beneficiaries
through the life-cycle of their projects. Every programme
officer within the PMO is responsible for a number of projects
under a particular sector to assure that:
• Projects continue to be relevant to national and European
policies;
• Beneficiaries keep to the good quality of their project design
and implementation;
• Cooperation between promoters is optimised;
• Projects result with measurable impact and long term effects
possibly through adequate dissemination processes.
In this respect, the EUPA continues to invest in its staff
complement in an effort to provide the necessary room for
every programme officer to grow in the respective field of
work. In turn every programme officer is apt to closely monitor
projects so that funds allocated are maximised and projects are
brought to proper closure.
During 2015, the PMO was
supporting projects hailing
from a number of organisations
including: Schools, NGOs,
Public Authorities, Private
Entities, Informal Groups of
Young People, Higher
Education Institutions, VET
providers.

Schools
Public
Authorities

NGOs
Private Entities
Informal
Groups of
Young People

Higher
Education
Institutions
VET
Providers

Study
Periods
Teaching
Assignments

Work
Placements
Staff
Training
Youth Workers’
Training and
Networking

Youth
Exchanges

Voluntary
Service
Strategic
Partnerships

Meetings between
Young People and
Decision Makers in
the Field of Youth

placements, teaching assignments, staff training, youth
exchanges, voluntary service, youth workers’ training and
networking, strategic partnerships, meetings between young
people and decision-makers in the field of youth.

11 projects VET

€1, 010,174.00

5 projects Adult

€599,658.25

29 projects Youth (R1 & R2)

€986,140.67

9 projects Schools

€391,766.00

7 projects Higher Education

€2, 087, 603.25

Projects funded under various
programmes are various in nature; study periods, work
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Higher Education

Project:

Erasmus+ Student Mobility for Studies

Student:

Joseph Calleja

Course:

Doctor of laws

Faculty:

Faculty of Laws, University of Malta

Host University:

Universita’ degli studi di Roma Tor Vergata, Italy

I

f I had to summarise my Erasmus experience in a few words
I would say that it has been a truly enriching experience.
Enriching from various perspectives, most prominently
academically, socially and also from a personal development
point of view.

Given that during our 6th year we have to work on our thesis,
in choosing my host university I tried to link this with my
research. I chose the University of Rome – Tor Vergata for my
Erasmus as they offer a Masters program on the same topic I
was researching upon.

We’ve all heard about Erasmus and about some experiences
which other students have been up to while abroad. However,
in my opinion it’s very difficult to generalise and come up
with a standard definition of what Erasmus is all about. One
great thing about Erasmus is that much is left in the hands of
students to shape such a once in a lifetime experience as they
want to.

As I already said in the beginning, it is up to you to shape
your experience and decide what you want to get out from
it. For me, living for nearly 5 months in Rome gave me the
opportunity to discover this wonderful city, experience their
culture, improve my Italian and I also had plenty of time to
dedicate to my thesis. Moreover, you also get exposed to other
methods of lecturing and a whole new campus life.

For us law students we get the possibility to go on Erasmus
only during the first semester of our sixth year. In this respect,
I think that for a Maltese law student the Erasmus experience
takes a little bit of a different twist. In my case, given that I
had already completed my elective study units, in order to
be able to go on Erasmus I only had to complete abroad a
minimum of 9 credits. This left me with a lot of free time at
my disposal. With hindsight I can say that striking the right
balance between outings, fun and studying was at the heart
of it.

As I see it, the University experience is not only about
obtaining a qualification but in my opinion there is a much
larger dimension. It’s a whole process wherein students
learn how to think, reason, express themselves and most of
all learn how to face different situations in life with an open
mind for new ideas. I really believe that it’s an experience
that holistically complements the intellectual development
of students. To this end, I feel that my experience at the
University of Malta wouldn’t have been complete had I not
grabbed this opportunity to go on Erasmus.
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Project:

Erasmus+ Student Mobility for Studies

Student:

Michelle Abela

Course:

Higher National Diploma Tourism Studies

Institution:

ITS

Host University:

University of Lincoln

I

left Malta to start my journey on the 14th of September
2014. The journey was long and tough as I was travelling
alone with all my belongings from London and then going
all the way up to Lincoln. However, I was too excited and
nervous to even think about how much my back was hurting
me or how lost I felt sometimes. The thought of studying at a
University for three months was overwhelming.
The Erasmus programme offered me this university as it
had similar courses to the ones I was studying back at ITS.
The courses that I was going to be undergoing were Tour
operations Management, Human resources Management,
Media Planning and Advertising and Managing Environment
in Tourism. The assessment for these were all done in different
methods. I had to go through exams, individual assignments,
group assignments and presentations. The most challenging
part for me was to be able to work with other students
from different countries. We had to look past our cultural
differences to come up with a satisfying result.

used to organise day trips for us international students every
now and again.
Through this experience I also managed to meet with a lot
of new people from all over the world. I made friends with
Chinese, Belgians, German, French, Spanish and others.
Through working with them and also through socialising I
learned a lot about other countries and this made my passion
for travelling grow and also encouraged me to start looking at
building a career outside of Malta.
Without the help of the Erasmus programme I would not have
had such good three months in Lincoln. It helped in making
things easier and also opened up a lot of opportunities.

During my time there I experienced a lot of different this
which where both educational and cultural. The city of Lincoln
itself was beautiful and the surrounding cities like Sheffield,
Leeds and York were also very interesting. The university itself
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Higher Education

Project:

Erasmus+ Student Mobility for Studies

Student:

Robert Farrugia

Course:

BSc (Hons) in Environmental Engineering

Institution:

MCAST

Host University:

Opole University of Technology in Opole, Poland

M

y name is Robert Farrugia (0268994M) I’m 21 years old
and I live in Marsaskala, Malta. I’m currently reading
for a BSc (Hons) in Environmental Engineering at the
Malta College for Arts, Science and Technology’s Institute of
Applied Science. Last summer I was chosen for an Erasmus+
research experience at the Opole University of Technology
in Opole, Poland. This experience was really positive for

me as I accomplished my academic targets but also got to
meet a lot of new people, experience a new country and be
immersed in a different culture and language. Academically
we were provided with a variety of resources that we don’t
have available at our university and thus I had an opportunity
to further improve my research. We were also left to work
at our own initiative and what I did was make a plan so as
to have a work and explore balance and thus I managed my
time well and got to explore and see a lot of new places – it
was extremely beneficial to be left to steer our own ship so
to speak as we were free to plan our time to use it in the best
possible way and it was quite liberating to be able to achieve
the aforeset targets and still be able to explore new places and
things. We were required to send in a report every two weeks
such that we updated our project mentors and such that we
could address any difficulties and/or challenges.
I feel that this experience has made me more independent
and more responsible because I had to take care of everything
by myself and if I were to be honest I really miss that
independence now that I have returned to my usual routine!
I have always been interested in studying and working
abroad and this experience has continued to push me in that
direction. I’m really grateful and appreciative of the Erasmus+
experience and I am looking forward to do it again next
summer!

A Polish sunset over a lake in Opole during one of my frequent bike rides.
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Project:

Erasmus+ Staff Mobility for Training

Staff:

Lorleen Farrugia

Faculty:

Counselling Unit, University of Malta

Host University:

Trinity College Dublin, Ireland

I

found the Erasmus experience to be very enriching. I
visited the Counselling and Student Services at another
University and this has given me insight, food for thought
and examples of good practice which I can incorporate in my
work at present both at the Counselling Unit and also in other
student services. The hosting University were very welcoming
and happy to set up a programme for me, providing me
with tips and also answer any questions I had, both about
the Erasmus visit and the logistics. This was my first Erasmus
experience and I highly recommend it to anyone interested as
it is very fruitful to one’s work and life experience.
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Higher Education

Project:

Erasmus+ Staff Mobility for Training

Staff:

Andrew Farrugia

Faculty:

ITS

Hosting Institution:

Puratos and Belcolade

O

n my first day, at Puratos , I attended a workshop
on Bakery followed by a demo on different types of
international breads were I also assisted the Master
Baker in his demonstrations. In the afternoon then attended
the workshop on French pastries given by Mr David Redon.
On the following day I visited the Belcolade factory, which is
one of the largest chocolate producers in the world. I attended
a seminar were the production system of chocolate and the
special characteristics of their Origin Chocolates were given.
Following this I was given a show around the processing plant
and afterwards I went for their chocolate tasting session.
In the afternoon I was driven to Chocolate World which is one
of Europe’s largest chocolate equipment suppliers and was
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given a show around the tools and equipment for pralines
production and tempering.
The following days consisted of a visit to Brugge were I saw
the large number of chocolatiers and their displays. I also
visited the Chocolate Museum were one finds the history and
artefacts about Chocolate.
I feel that this has been a truly positive experience which has
improved my knowledge and technical skills in the making
of chocolate, which will also enable me to pass on this
experiences to my students.

Project:

Erasmus+ Student Mobility for Traineeships

Student:

Dylan Said

Course:

BSC Pharmaceutical Sciences

Faculty:

Faculty of Medicine & Surgery

Institution:

University of Malta

Host University:

Universita’ degli studi di Padova, Italy

F

rom an academic point of view, this was a truly fruitful
experience. Given that exposure to laboratory work is
limited in Malta, this attachment gave me the opportunity
to exploit several new and innovative skills within a research
environment.
Personally I believe that such a lengthy placement can serve
as a vital asset in the future, especially if I will be interested
in applying for a research-related post. Western blotting,
electrophoresis, flow cytometry, immunoassays and cell
culturing are amongst the lab practices worked on a daily
basis throughout the past three months. Possessing this
knowledge a priori will definitely give me an edge when it
comes to performing techniques, functioning apparatus and
devising scientific methods. Along the placement, learning

needs changed dynamically and accordingly. The main tasks
were to reiterate the observed practices successfully and
professionally whilst maintaining a healthy and beneficial
relationship with the scientific personnel in the area of study.
From different perspectives of the Erasmus+ journey, this
experience is one to treasure forever. It is a learning trip
from the very first day till the last when it comes to all the
various aspects from academic, social, personal, cultural,
networking and much more. Having the opportunity to
travel to 9 Italian cities, including Verona, Bologna, Florence,
Rome, Milan, Trentino, Venice, Cortina and the host city itself
Padova, has surely enriched me as a person. I would definitely
recommend my fellow colleagues not to miss out on this life
changing ride.
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Project:

Erasmus+ Student Mobility for Traineeships

Student:

James Armand Borg

Course:

Higher National Diploma Hospitality Management

Institution:

ITS

Receiving Organisation:

Hesperia Tower, Barcelona, Spain

I

was working in Hesperia Tower, as five star hotel. The staff
in this hotel made my stay there very pleasant. They were
very welcoming and every time I needed anything or had
a question they were always there to help me. Apart from
learning a new language, Spanish, I learned many things
about the way a hotel operates and how to deal with certain
problematic guests.
Apart from work, I was living in an apartment around fifthteen
minutes away from the hotel by metro and around twenty
minutes away from city centre. At first it was a bit of a struggle
to find the apartment and my low level of Spanish did not help
much. After two weeks I managed to settle in this apartment
and eventually I was sharing it with a guy from the reception,
from Switzerland. As I didn’t know this person before it was
very hard for both of us to get used to each other, however,
eventually we got along.
The lively city of Barcelona made my off days very enjoyable
and I believe that I did the most out of it. Eventually after a few
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months I made quite a lot of friends so every day in Barcelona
was getting better and better.
I am very grateful for this internship, as apart from a very good
work experience, a new job opportunity with Hesperia tower
is always available, I made a lot of good friends, learned a new
language and culture, and personally grew up a lot. Living
alone teaches you a hundreds of things about you, good and
bad. However, by far, the pros outweigh the cons and I am
very glad I did this internship.

Project:

Erasmus+ Staff Mobility for Teaching

Student:

Dr Alfred Mifsud

Institution:

ITS

Host University:

Sheffield Hallam University

D

uring the last week of February 2015, I had the
opportunity to experience Sheffield Hallam University
through the Erasmus Teaching Mobility Programme. A
sense of gratitude goes to Dr Philip, J Goulding, who made
my presence within the university as effective and relevant
as could be. In fact Dr Goulding introduced me to mainly all
the key personnel within the remit of the faculty. My schedule
comprised over three main topics namely Tourism, Innovation
and Creativity and Research.
As tourism is concerned I lectured upon the Destination
with special emphasis on using the case of Malta. After the
lectures I had the opportunity to carry out ad hoc reviews
with the lead tutor of the subject, where it was also possible
to compare and continue with the discussion that kick started
in the lecture room. I learnt that many a time Malta is used
as an example within the tourism development and my
message and lecture consolidated the ongoing discussion
that commenced before my actual visit. Within this spirit
I had the opportunity to also project how Malta is further

positioning itself within the setting of the Valletta 2018
scenario accumulating on.
In innovation and creativity, I had the opportunity to present
the six key areas within the Innovation and creativity with
special reference to the Tourism and Hospitality industry. The
lecture was extremely interesting especially that after my
presentations the discussion continued on how beneficial
innovation and creativity is for a tourist destination as Malta,
taking on the fact the size and numbers that visit Malta, which
could not be allowed to progress without restrain.
The final point which I consider to be beneficial for the years
to come was on the collaboration within research. Dr Goulding
introduced me to Dr Peter Schofield who is the professor
in charge of Research. Dr Schofield briefed me on how the
research themes are being structured around four pillars
namely Tourism, Hospitality, Events and Food. I trust that in the
near future this area could be further expounded to the mutual
benefit of the students and the institute of Tourism Studies.
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Project:

Erasmus+ Staff Mobility for Teaching

Student:

Dr Josef Trapani

Course:

Department of Nursing

Faculty:

Health Sciences

Institute:

University of Malta

Host University:

Thomas More College, Belgium

T

he week I spent on an ERASMUS exchange at Thomas
More College in Belgium provided me with an excellent
opportunity to get out of my comfort zone and,
for the first time in my academic career, teach at another
university in a different country. It was a very intensive – I
dare say, hectic – week with lots of travelling for meetings
and to give lectures, lectures at various campuses in
different cities; yet, the opportunity to teach and share my
research with undergraduate and postgraduate students
in a different country is something which helped me grow,
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academically and professionally. The exchange coincided
with an International Week organised by the host institution
which enabled me to meet colleagues from several different
partners, share plans and establish new links. Additionally,
I was able to catch up with a University of Malta nursing
student who was on ERASMUS exchange at the same
university and to discuss his progress and performance
with his lecturers and clinical mentors in person. I strongly
recommend fellow lecturers to seriously consider taking part
in this programme.

Good Practices Projects

VOCATIONAL
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TRAINING
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Programme:
Sectoral Programme:
Action:
Project Reference Number:
Project Title:
Name of Institution:
Start date and end date:
Visit Coordinator:
Countries represented by participants:
Name of the project partners:

Lifelong Learning Programme
Leonardo Da Vinci
Leonardo Da Vinci Partnerships
National ID LLP/LDV/MT/PART/09/2013
AURORA 2014-2020
FOSTER Foundation
18/11/2013 to 31/07/2015
Mr Michael Debono
Belgium, Sweden, Malta, Germany, Poland, Turkey, Spain, France
Wisamar Bildungsgesellschaft gemeinnuetzige GmbH (Germany), Innovacion
Social Emprendedores Sociales – ISES (Spain), NIEUWE MEDIA SCHOOL VZW
(Belgium), Gazi Üniversitesi, Teknoloji Fakültesi (Turkey), Gazi Üniversitesi, Ostim
Meslek Yüksekokulu (Turkey), Core Sp zoo (Poland), Société des rédacteurs
d’AgoraVox (France), Ideella föreningen Globulen (Sweden), FOSTER- Foster
Social Technological Economic Renewal Foundation (Malta)

SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT
Objectives of the Mobility
The main aims/ objectives of the AURORA project were:
• to maximise project partner’s knowledge about the new
EU/EC programming period 2014-2020 via peer-to-peer
collaboration with a view to strengthening the cooperation
between institutions/ organisations providing learning
opportunities, enterprises, social partners and other bodies
• to upgrade and deepen already-acquired professional skills
in EU competencies in regard to the programming period
2014-2020
• to empower European organisations to make an impact in
realising initiatives e.g. for young people and SMEs using EU
programmes/initiatives/funds and projects.
These objectives were achieved through the interactive
lessons held on the project meetings, the webinars, local
seminars as well as the information on the project website.
The AURORA project aimed at empowering European
organisations able to make an impact in realising initiatives
for both young people and SMEs using EU programmes/

initiatives/funds and projects. Professionals working in similar
specialized environments require upgrading and a deepening
of already-acquired professional skills in EU competencies in
regard to the new programming period 2014-2020.
To strengthening the cooperation between institutions/
organisations providing learning opportunities, enterprises,
social partners and other bodies in order to improve the
respective working skills.
The project focalised on the new EC programming period
in the field of lifelong learning, education, training, working
life, enterprise creation and SME strengthening. It made
provision for the use of web-based instruments to better
engage professionals in the aspects of the 2014–2020 EU
programmes.
Target group
Institutions/organisations providing learning opportunities,
enterprises, social partners and other bodies in order to
improve the respective working skills, together with young
people and adults who participated in the meetings and
webinars in an exercise of adult learning.
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Short description of beneficiary institution
• Fostering Social Technological Economic Renewal” or
FOSTER Foundation• on-profit / Non-governmental organisation (NFP-NGO)
• Amount of staff- 1 to 20
• Amount of learners/trainees- 21 to 50

in writing, implementing and disseminating European
projects. Furthermore the participants were able to improve
their communication and foreign language skills as well
as their intercultural competencies. It also increased the
understanding of cultural differences and similarities among
European countries, structural systems and people.

Summary of results and impact
The added value of the project is the strengthening of
networking, exchange and cooperation between European
organizations from different fields. People from different
countries came together for the project meetings and shared
their expertise and experiences in regards to the EU/EC
programming period 2014-2020. Participants learned about
topics such as dissemination, European funds for SMEs, EQF
and ECVET, Erasmus+ KA1 Mobility projects, perspectives
for unemployed people, youth unemployment in Europe,
management and development of competencies in training
and teaching, and university-business dialogue. Thus the
participants upgraded their knowledge on how to use EU
programmes/initiatives/funds and projects and their skills

All project results were shared during webinars and local
seminars and are publicly available on the projects website so
that people interested in the discussed topics which were not
able to attend the meetings, webinars or national seminars
can benefit from the projects outcomes.
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The AURORA project reached all together around 97,500
people with all different activities, some directly in person (by
seminars or webinars), some via articles or social media tools
(e.g. Facebook pages, website, Pinterest).
As for final conclusions one the dissemination aspect of the
project one can summarise that:
1. Has created awareness or built loyalty;

2. Encouraged trial or involvement in the project;
3. Changed opinions and attitudes;
4. Developed new project ideas - In fact future cooperation is
already established among several partners e.g. Germany,
Sweden, Malta and Spain for future projects;
5. Aid mainstreaming and achieved sustainability for our
project;
6. Ensured that our project’s methods, lessons and good
practice have an impact on policy or practice by getting
key messages across to others
Any Tools / Products Developed
Interactive Lessons used in Project Meetings, Webinars and
localised dissemination seminars. In addition leaflets and
brochures were also produced and each partner created a
Facebook page for its participation in the project.
Specific theme e.g. employability, social exclusion,
citizenship, etc
The discussion topics and Webinars included various topical
themes of a European nature, including amongst others,

adult learning, unemployment, youths, SMEs, social media
and citizen journalism and also specific groups such as
entreprenuers, migrants and women. A more detailed list of
the themes is shown below:
• Theory and Practices methodology in Management and
Development of Competencies in training/ teaching, Adults
in Lifelong Learning, Perspective: strengths based training
• Lesson learnt from the previous Leonardo TOI programme:
what evaluators evaluate
• Multimedia activities for project dissemination - use of
specific social media (e.g. pinterest, vimeo)
• The University - business dialogue: Knowledge Alliances
and the University Business Forum for local and
international contacts
• EU Networks on employment and SMEs: Community of
Practice on Inclusive entrepreneurship
• EU Network employment on Youth, EU platform against
social exclusion
• European funds for SMEs
• COSME 2014‐2020 European funds for SMEs in the 20142020 Programming Period
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“The participants thought that the communication has been
very well done according to the answers. They also made good
comments about the hosts!“ – (Turkey Meeting)
“The programme was in line with the objective that the research
company and this meeting helped deepen certain points.”
– (Poland Meeting)
“The programme was prepared much in advance and all partners
were able to comment on the programme and give suggestions.”
– (Germany Meeting)
• Dissemination and promotion via social networks and
online magazines
• Civic participation in EU projects: make people participate
on internet
• Citizen journalism and web 2.0
• Helping women and migrants to be involved in European
projects
• European Qualification Framework, EQF and ECVET/ EQAVET
• Erasmus+: perspectives for unemployed people (lone
parents, migrants young drop outs)
• Transnational mobility inside Erasmus+: competencies for a
European labour market
Testimonials / positive comments from participants in final
report
Here are some extracts and quotes from the Final Project
Evaluation Report on Mobilities carried out during the project:
“Information was received a number of weeks before the meeting
and that was good.” – (Poland Meeting)
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“This trip helped discover a new country and experience a new
culture. After the meeting, we could do different activities.”
– (Poland Meeting)
The results of the Final Evaluation Report on Mobility
Meetings showed that the most satisfied with the level of
communication were participants in Turkey, Germany and
Sweden. Also a good level of communication was recorded
mainly in Poland and France.
In general, participants were satisfied with the programme
of the meetings. The most satisfied with the programme
were participants in the Turkish meeting (65% marked it as
excellent), followed by the meetings in Spain, Poland and
Sweden.
The majority of participants were very satisfied with the level
of travelling in the selected countries.

Programme:
Sectoral Programme:
Project Reference Number:
Project Title:
Name of Institution:
Website of Institution:
Start date and end date:
Visit Coordinator:
Countries represented by participants:
Name of the project partners:

Leonardo Da Vinci Mobility Project
Social work activities without accomodation
LLP/LDV/MT/MOB/PLM/04/2013
Sharing and Enhancing – skills regarding rehabilitation and support
for drug users
Caritas Malta
www.caritasmalta.org
1st June 2013 – 31st July 2015
Paul Vella Haber
Malta, Germany
Ulrike Achmann – Deutscher Caritasverband Landesverband Bayern e.V.
Germany. Caritas Munich; Caritas Wurzburg; Caritas Regensburg; Caritas Neuburg.

SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT
Objectives of the Mobility
The aims and objectives of the project are the following:
1. To improve the quality and to increase the volume of
cooperation between Caritas European organisations,
providing learning opportunities and acquisition of skills
regarding rehabilitation and support for drug users.
2. To foster interchange, cooperation and mobility between
Caritas European organisations so that they become a
quality reference of support for drug users.
3. To promote European competencies among Caritas
European workers due to intermobilisation of clients,
staff training of multipliers, and the interconnection of
problems.
4. To start a Europe-wide network of Caritas workers
interested in European cooperation with reference to drug
abuse.
5. To promote social inclusion and gender equity in
education and training, including the integration of drug
addicts who are being rehabilitated.
6. To continue ensuring that all staff members and
volunteers working for New Hope are given the
opportunity to continue developing and sharpening their
therapeutic skills and intervention strategies through a
process of training, supervision and support.

7. To continue offering an efficient and effective range of
programmes and services in order to continue offering an
efficient and effective range of programmes and services
in the field of addictive behaviours, as well as prepare
staff and volunteers for the challenges that face the
organisation in the years to come.
8. To continue with an on-going process of review and
evaluation with all available services and programmes
in order to ensure that the rehabilitation offered to all
residents and families, and at all levels, is up to date and in
line with the latest research and academic findings.
9. To ensure professional development, diversification of
services and programmes.
10. To ensure professional conduct and respect for the New
Hope code of ethics and successful outcomes.
Target group
Eight members of the staff at the San Blas Rehabilitation
Centre.
Short description of beneficiary institution
Caritas Malta with its 80 paid-up staff and about 500
volunteers offers help to a lot of disadvantaged people:
persons with social, psychological, emotional, psycho-spiritual
problems; persons with drug abuse problems; widowed
and separated persons; elderly people; persons with alcohol
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and gambling problems; victims of usury; lonely youths;
persons at risk from HIV/AIDS; homeless persons with drug
abuse. The staff who will be benefitting from this project
are all experienced people who are the respective Heads of
separate units within the Caritas New Hope Foundation for
the Rehabilitation of drug abusers. Some of them have been
in their field of work for more than twenty years and are in
possession of either a diploma or a bachelors/masters degrees
in their respective areas of work.
Summary of results and impact
Thanks to this project Caritas Malta has been working for
these last two years (2013 - 2015) together with Caritas
Munich, Caritas Neuburg, Caritas Wurzburg and Caritas
Regensburg. We got involved in a new Leonardo Project
with Caritas Munich and two staff members from Caritas
Regensburg have already visited our organisation for two
weeks. Their involvement meant a lot for our staff as we
certainly shared experiences and discussed ways of further
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collaboration. We have also accepted to act as partners with
Caritas Munich in a new Erasmus + Project and are hoping
that our new application will be accepted. Caritas Europa has
been informed of this networking and the General Secretary
expressed his satisfaction that we have managed to work so
closely together thus resulting in becoming a quality reference
for other organisations.
I believe that important additional results from the whole
projects were the facts that two German Caritas staff
members, Dr Stefan Gerhardinger and Dr Thomas Steinforth
have been with us for two weeks respectively. This happened
owing to the fact that Caritas in Germany were so much
impressed with what we are doing at our Rehab Centre here in
Malta that they asked us about the possibility of hosting there
staff members.
We offered these two German Caritas members a full
programme of activities involving also personal meetings

with our Minister for Social Development. Her Excellency
the President of Malta invited all concerned to a presidential
dinner during which she was given full information about the
whole projects and the results obtained.
Any Tools / Products Developed
Participants managed to acquire new skills and
methodologies which will be discussed and applied to the
benefit of the residential persons undergoing drug rehab at
the San Blas Rehab Centre.
Applicants presented presentations to the other staff
members of the Rehab Centres. Sharing and enhancing of
their experiences proved to be very beneficial as some of the
methods experienced abroad were discussed and it is being
envisaged that some will be locally adopted. The participants
experiences were also discussed with Her Excellency the
President of Malta and with the General Secretary of Caritas
Europa. As a result of the project Caritas Malta got involved

in two other Erasmus + projects. Two overseas visitors from
Caritas Germany have been our hosts.
Specific theme e.g. employability, social exclusion,
citizenship, etc
Rehabilitation skills and support for drug users
Testimonials / positive comments from participants in final
report
All eight participants came back full of enthusiasm to try out
new skills and methodologies. New contacts were created
and networking between Caritas Malta and the four German
Caritas organisations involved in the project is still going
on strongly so much so that lately I was myself personally
invited to address a closing project conference in Berlin. This
conference was organised by Caritas Bayern, our project
partner.
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Programme:
Sectoral Programme:
Action:
Project Reference Number:
Project Title:
Name of Institution:
Website of Institution:
Start date and end date:
Country represented by participants:
Name of the project partner:

Lifelong Learning Programme
Leonardo da Vinci
Leonardo da Vinci PLM (People in the Labour Market)
LLP/LDV/MT/MOB/PLM/11/2013
Training Initiatives in Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Mater Dei Hospital, (Medical Imaging Department), Ministry of Health and
Community Care
www.health.gov.mt
1st June 2013 – 1st June 2015
Malta
University of Oxford Centre for Clinical Magnetic Resonance Research (OCMR)

SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT
Objectives of the Mobility
The project objectives were to train Radiographers in
cardiovascular MR in preparation for the introduction of a new
cardiac MRI service in Mater Dei Hospital (MDH), Malta. The
aim of the project was to develop core competency in cardiac
MRI and support radiographers in their training endeavour
for the acquisition of knowledge, skills and competencies
in this technical field. All this had to be done within a
collaborative environment promoting intercultural dialogue
and friendships. Another objective of the mobility was to
expose the participants to a research centre actively engaged
in research investigating cardiac pathologies.
Target group
The project targeted Maltese Radiographers working in the
Maltese National Health Service travelling over to Oxford
to train at University of Oxford Centre for Clinical Magnetic
Resonance Research Centre in the UK. It involved 10
participants.
Short description of beneficiary institution
The Medical Imaging department (MID) is part of the Maltese
National Health Service with central operation at MDH and
satellite facilities in government hospitals and clinics. It caters
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for all radiology and diagnostic services for the Maltese
population and supports the National Breast Screening
Programme.
Its staff compliment consists of 250 people in various grades.
The Medical Imaging Department (MID) provides the medical
doctors, diagnostic images for the exclusion or detection of
disease both in symptomatic and asymptomatic patients.
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is one of the imaging
modalities within MID. In MRI, Radiographers use a health
device called an MRI magnet to provide good diagnostic
quality images for the diagnosis of disease.
Summary of results and impact
The participants managed to acquire the knowledge, skills
and competencies as set out in a series of learning outcomes
which had been agreed with the host institution prior to the
actual mobilities.
The participants had the opportunity to work with different
nationalities in Oxford, both European nationals and also
foreigners such as Canadian and Malaysian. This provided
the participants with the opportunity to make new friends
having different cultures and backgrounds. The participants
also had the opportunity to see how research is undertaken
in a research centre particularly research involving studies

on volunteers, studying cardiac and brain diseases utilising
MRI. Participants discussed emerging cardiac studies and also
observed research work processes.

Specific theme e.g. employability, social exclusion,
citizenship, etc
Training programme for role advancement.

The project had a positive impact both institutionally and also
for the participants. From a local institution point of view its
radiographers gained knowledge on cardiovascular MRI. The
participants are now actively working in Cardiac MR at MDH.
The radiographers have also increased their knowledge base
and have wider access to job opportunities not only locally
but also abroad.

This training programme was relevant and addressed both
local and European objectives and priorities namely to:
• Introduce a new service in the Medical Imaging Department.
• Support radiographers in their training endeavour for the
acquisition of knowledge, skills and competencies in this
technical field.
• Improve the quality and to increase the volume of mobility
throughout Europe of people involved in initial vocational
education and training and in continuing training.
• Improve the quality and to increase the volume of cooperation between institutions or organisations providing
learning opportunities, enterprises, social partners and
other relevant bodies throughout Europe.
• Facilitate the development of innovative practices in the
field of vocational education and training other than
at tertiary level, and their transfer, including from one
participating country to others.

The project managed to promote cooperation between two
institutions from two different countries. The cooperation and
friendships acquired between the institutions might be used
for cooperation in the future.
Participants also experienced the enthusiasm and felt the
passion the researchers had for their own projects. The project
made the participants aware of how a research institution is
set up and how studies are conducted.
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• Support the development of innovative ICT-based content,
services, pedagogies and practice for lifelong learning.

outcomes and was able to integrate with the host country...
– (Anna Maria Espinosa Rodriguez)

Testimonials / positive comments from participants in final
report
Good luck with your new scanner and I’m sure that you will all
remember what you learnt here in Oxford once you get scanningwe enjoyed having you all here. I am always impressed how much
you can do with your dedicated team on the island.
– (Jane Francis, host project coordinator)

The mobility helped me gain hands on experience on cardiac MRI,
which I personally find, is the best way for me to learn a new skill.
This will help me perform cardiac locally and I am willing to share
what I learnt through my experience with others to help improve
the health system locally. – (Lee Ann Ellul)

Great specialized host organisation, great staff, excellent and
most valuable experience in general. – (Saviour Sant)

I found this opportunity to train in a new subject area (cardiac)
and in a new setting (foreign setting) to be extremely interesting.
I am eagerly looking forward to now start practicing what I have
learned at MDH. – (Melanie Zammit)

Positive experience where one has the opportunity to learn.
– (Suzanne Attard)

Great Programme which improves and integrates organisations.
– (Saviour Sant)

I have truly enjoyed my experience, I have achieved my learning
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Programme:
Sectoral Programme:
Action:
Project Reference Number:
Project Title:
Name of Institution:
Website of Institution:
Start date and end date:
Visit Coordinator:
Countries represented by participants:
Name of the project partners:

Lifelong Learning Programme
Leonardo Da Vinci
Mobility – Leonardo Da Vinci (People in the Labour Market)
LLP/LDV/MT/MOB/PLM/05/2013
Better Environmental Management for Malta
Malta Environment and Planning Authority
www.mepa.org.mt
01/06/2013 – 31/05/2015
Daniela Farrugia Camoin
Sweden (Stockholm) and United Kingdom (Bristol and Cambridge)
Swedish Environmental Protection Agency, Stockholm; Environment Agency,
Bristol; World Conservation Monitoring Centre (WCMC), Cambridge

SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT
Objectives of the Mobility
The main objective was to enable three (3) employees
working within the environmental arm of MEPA to develop a
deeper understanding of their areas of responsibility, through
direct hands-on training and the sharing of experiences and
good practice approach with their counterparts in United
Kingdom and Sweden. Through these placements MEPA had
the opportunity to further train its staff to efficiently and
effectively safeguard the environment, ensuring sustainable
development, thereby enabling Malta to meet its EU
obligations.
The placements provided the employees the opportunity
to observe, discuss and participate in the implementation
of relevant systems relating to Environmental Conservation,
Waste Management and Transshipment of Waste in the United
Kingdom and Sweden.
The placements allowed the beneficiaries the opportunity to
study and learn from their experience in the United Kingdom
and Sweden and be able to contribute more effectively
to the implementation of MEPA reform. Furthermore, the
beneficiaries gained from the cultural experience of working

in a different country, gaining work exposure to different
practices, perspectives and point of view. They also benefited
from the opportunity to enhance their communication skills
and establish long term links with practitioners in other EU
Member States. This provided an added value in their ongoing
personal development and training.
Target group
The project was aimed at MEPA employees working within the
Environment Protection Directorate (EPD). The placements
were targeted at professionals who were highly skilled and
educated to tertiary level, with a minimum of 2 years working
in their respective fields.
Short description of beneficiary institution
Swedish Environmental Protection Agency
The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency is the Swedish
national agency responsible for environmental protection. The
Agency works on behalf of the Swedish Government. Their
remit comprises compiling knowledge and documentation
to develop their own and others’ environmental efforts;
helping to develop environmental policy by providing the
Government with a sound basis for decisions and by giving
an impetus to EU and international efforts; and joining in
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environmental policy implementation by acting in such a
way as to ensure compliance with the Swedish Environmental
Code and achievement of the national environmental
objectives. Their vision is ‘a good living environment for
humans and all other living things, now and for future
generations’. Their objective is to leave for posterity a society
in which the major environmental problems are solved,
without causing more severe environmental and health
problems beyond Sweden’s borders.
Environment Agency, Bristol
The Environment Agency is the leading public body for
protecting and improving the environment in England and
Wales. Their vision is to create a better place for people and
wildlife, reduce the risks to people and properties from
flooding, and ensure that there is enough water for people
and wildlife. The Environment Agency protects and improves
air, land and water quality and applies the environmental
standards within which industry must operate. At the core of
its functions are climate change mitigation and adaptation,
for people and wildlife. The Environment Agency works with
a wide range of partners including government, businesses,
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local authorities, other agencies, civil society groups and the
communities they serve. It is responsible to the Department
for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) in England
and the Department for Environment and Sustainable
Development within Welsh Government in Wales (until April
2013), and have teams based in England and Wales.
World Conservation Monitoring Centre (WCMC), Cambridge
The UNEP World Conservation Monitoring Centre
(UNEP-WCMC) is collaboration between the United
Nations Environment Programme, the world’s foremost
intergovernmental environmental organization, and WCMC, a
UK-based charity. UNEP-WCMC is UNEP’s specialist biodiversity
assessment arm, and the centre for UNEP’s collaboration with
WCMC. The Centre’s goal is to provide authoritative, relevant
and timely information for countries, organizations and
companies to use in the development and implementation of
their policies and decisions. To help achieve this, the UNEPWCMC aims to be an internationally recognized Centre of
Excellence and the partner of choice for the expert synthesis,
analysis and dissemination of knowledge about global
biodiversity and ecosystem services.

Summary of results and impact
In order to assess the impact of the project on all involved
in the actual placements, MEPA carried out a 360 degrees
evaluation which included discussions with the participants
and interviews with the managers and host organisations. The
following are the most salient results and impact:
• All three participants commented that the job placement
was a very positive experience in terms of their professional
and personal development. This was further confirmed from
the feedback received from the host organisations and the
participants’ supervisors. All participants were able to learn
how issues were tackled in another EU member state. All
three participants stated that they feel better equipped
and more confident and motivated to carry out their duties.
They have a better understanding of different approaches
utilised in their respective host agencies, and are eager to
adapt same to the Maltese situation.
• The host Agencies also noted an increase in the confidence
levels of the participants, and commented very positively
on their skills and attitudes. The participants’ competence
levels meant that they were comfortable with the work
entrusted to them, and were able to adapt to their new

working environment with ease even for the short span of
time.
• The managers also commented very positively on these
aspects. They saw a positive impact on skills, attitude, and
confidence of the participants, while at the same time
noting that these were already good to start off with. Still,
an experience such as this overseas helps to consolidate
and confirm an individual’s self-confidence in his/her own
skills and ability to carry out his/her duties.
• During the share-the-knowledge sessions which every
participant gave to MEPA employees, they commented
in detail on the skills they had obtained through their
personal experience in specific situations at the place
of work. All participants positively commented on their
placements and the impact it had on their professional
and private lives.
Any Tools / Products Developed
The three officers all gave a presentation of what they had
learnt during the placements. This presentation was given
to Authority staff and therefore knowledge information was
transferred to other colleagues working in the same or similar
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fields of work. Furthermore, the officers maintained strong
contact with their foreign colleagues and often communicate
with them on issues relating to environment, policy guidance,
etc. Therefore through this project, foreign contacts have been
established which are proving to be beneficial as a working
tool.
Specific theme e.g. employability, social exclusion,
citizenship, etc
Environmental Management
Testimonials / positive comments from participants in final
report
“The experience abroad has exposed me to a different work
environment, especially when considering that UNEP-WCMC is
the specialist biodiversity assessment arm of the United Nations
Environment Programme; in this respect, it works on various
biodiversity-related themes, at various levels, but especially at
global level. Of great benefit is the fact that I had the opportunity
to discuss matters directly with individuals who create databases,
online reporting tools and reports, which we normally are
requested to review and/or make use of as part of our work within
the Ecosystems Management Unit. These aspects are certainly of
benefit for one’s professional and personal life.” – Marie Therese
Gambin
“The training proved to be very informative and useful in my daily
work. By visiting various Environment Agency offices in England,
I gained experience and knowledge of the various processes
related to shipments of waste which vary from validation
of applications for shipment of waste, actual processing of
applications, data inputting, inspections and actions taken in
case illegal shipments are identified.” – Frida Muscat
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“Spending this two week placement with the Swedish
Environmental Protection Agency has proved to be of great
benefit as I could gather valuable information on the modus
operandi in the implementation of EU environmental acquis
in another EU MS. The mobility has exposed me to a different
work environment and work methods adopted by the agency.
Furthermore, I truly appreciated the opportunity to discuss issues
related to my tasks within the Authority, such as shipments of
waste, extended producer responsibility and waste collection
and treatment systems with people from another EU country and
listen to their views and opinions. Overall, the placement proved
to be very informative, interesting and useful in my daily work.”
– Darren Cordina
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Programme:
Sectoral Programme:
Action:
Project Reference Number:
Project Title:
Name of Institution:
Start date and end date:
Country represented by participants:

Erasmus+ School Education Key Action 1
Schools
KA1
2014-1-MT01-KA101-000029
“Tap - Swipe - Pinch” - iPad, Android and Windows tablets changing the ways to
learn and teach. Improving Digital Literacy In Our School
Gozo College Girls’ Secondary School
01 June 2014 – 31 May 2015
Malta

SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT
Objectives of the Mobility
This project gave the opportunity to 2 staff members from
Gozo College Girls’ Secondary School to attend the following
courses:
Tap-Swipe-Pinch: which was about the use of tablets in
the classroom and new pedagogy which helps to take full
advantage of these new learning tools. This mobility gave the
Gozo College Girls’ Secondary School Head of Department
of ICT the opportunity to have a hands on approach on the
topic and to enhance the European dimension. He is now
in a better position to understand and help implement this
new pedagogy once the tablets are introduced in secondary
schools. Meetings with teachers are already being held to
illustrate ways of using existing technology available in
school and which the students may already have such as
smart phones to help in making lessons more interesting
and to enhance the learning and teaching. In addition to this,
during the mobility a number of contacts with prospective
partners from other participants of the same course were
made; the idea is to work on a possible future Erasmus+ K2
project between schools. In this respect the school is already
in contact with a school from Denmark and are planning an
e-twinning project together.
The other course Digital Literacy in the Collaborative

Classroom: focused on how to improve digital skills in the
classroom. The course offer lectures in Website design for the
classroom environment , Online graphic organizers to suit all
learners, Designing a Virtual Learning Environment for our
students, Collaborating with our European counterparts via
e Twinning (we will strengthen this) Blogging with students.
All this was very beneficial for the school, especially since
the staff member that participated will mentor teachers and
other members in this field, encourage them to use new
applications and support them to apply for more Erasmus +
courses in the future. The school has already organised a PD
session for all the staff to explain in detail the advantages
of such a course. Currently, the school is in contact with a
Belgium school to hopefully start an e Twinning project
together.
Target group
Direct – Participants (teachers/staff ) that attended training
abroad
Target Audience – Rest of the staff teachers via dissemination
and students.
These are the aims listed at application stage: Our school
wants to increase the use of tablet in learning and teaching.
We want to use tablet innovations in our school. We want to
gain sufficient expertise in use of tablets in different topics,
subjects and cross-curricular activities and Erasmus+ projects.
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Our school wants to improve the quality of the innovations in
the field of tablets in education.
After the training, participants will be expected to:
• Competently be able to use a far wider range of modern
technologies to assist them in the teaching and learning
process
• Create standing structures and models for innovation for
digital transformation
• Learn basic media production skills using different apps
(text, photo, pdf, audio, screen)
• Acquiring ICT skills which will enable teachers to prepare
better lessons
• Have considered how they can most appropriately use
these technologies in the context of their varied groups of
students
• Have an understanding of how to make use of ICT in a
practical manner providing greater impact on students
• Accommodate the importance of technology (the use of
tablets) in education and how this affects teaching and
learning
• Be able to create a more collaborative and interactive
classroom experience for all learners
• Produce a video inquiry, and know the elements of creating
quality short video productions,
• Narrowing the skills gap and learning to exploit student ICT
knowledge competence for learning
• Discover and use practical methods to integrate a
collaborative project-based method of teaching and
learning into the classroom
• Learn the theory and practices concerning new
opportunities for teaching and learning through using
tablet computers
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• Gain confidence and competence with Education-based ICT
programmes
• Be able to competently and comfortably use the relevant
platforms (ie eTwinning) to discover and strengthen longlasting relationships with other European schools
The Participating organisation will be expected to:
• Be able to enhance the European dimension and best
exploit the potential of internationalisation in the teaching
and learning through collaborative work
• Give staff the opportunity to learn how they can best
use the existing ICT infrastructure in the organisation to
improve teaching and learning
• Increasing staff’s awareness of the eTwinning platform, its
strengths and potential for projects
• Be able to further exploit the potential of technology in the
teaching and learning process
• Disseminate his/her experience about a new European
culture; the history; the people; the customs
• Integrating the European dimension as an integral part of
the existing curricula
The Target Groups (ie students) will therefore:
• Be advantaged by a more collaborative approach to
teaching and learning as a result of their teacher’s new
competencies
• Be encouraged to use the technologies as appropriate ie
to participate in online learning communities or to create
websites which the teachers will now be training in using
(e.g. Edmodo, Weebly)
Short description of beneficiary institution
The Gozo College Girls Secondary School is Gozo’s only state

Secondary School for girls. The school is located in Victoria,
the capital city of the island of Gozo. The school forms part of
the Gozo College. We cater for the educational needs of most
secondary level girls’ (11 – 16 years) in Gozo.
The school has 550 students, 10 administrative staff, 110
teaching Staff, 25 Learning Support Assistants and 15 minor
staff.
The school caters for mainstream students, a number of
foreign students and students with special needs coming from
all layers of society.

The Island of Gozo does not suffer from any particular problem
except that of limited employment possibilities. Being an
island within an archipelago, Gozo suffers from double
insularity, with the consequential result that employment
possibilities on the island are somewhat limited. Many
Gozitans cross over to Malta daily for work.
The school curriculum offers a range of subjects varying
from languages, sciences, personal and social, and new
Technology subjects including Design and Technology, ICT
and Computing. We want to take part in these European
cooperation activities, because we intend to:
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• strengthen the European dimension of education both
in the students and in the teachers in this ever-growing
scientific era;
• reinforce the students’ motivation for learning and prevent
their school drop-out by giving them new opportunities in a
new area such as robotics;
• broaden the students’ cultural horizons and give them the
opportunity to see and try to understand other cultures
than their own by meeting and communicating with other
European students and by sharing their experiences both
on a social and on the topic of robotics and industry;
• lead the students to an attitude based on dialogue,
tolerance, peace, acceptance, integration of the “other”, of
the “different” because our Europe is changing;

in all classrooms, and with most of the teachers engaging
themselves in innovative teaching/learning exercises.

This project is important for our school because it gives the
opportunity to our students to discover new areas where
currently and especially in the future there will be a growing
job opportunity both in Gozo, Malta and in Europe. This
Project is ideal as it allows students to integrate with culturally
different students and to discover new job opportunities for
the future.

An article narrating their experience and highlighting the
knowledge acquired was published in the School Magazine.
This magazine is published on a yearly basis and is distributed
to all the staff and students of the school and even to a
number of other schools both locally and abroad. Various
photos and an article featured in School website. This is
accessible through the internet and is accessed by both
students and parents.

The school infrastructure consists of 45 student class rooms,
4 computer Labs, 4 Science Labs, 4 technology Labs, 5
Language rooms, 3 Food Labs, 3 Science Labs, music room,
graphical design room, textile room, 3 Art rooms, library, Gym,
and other sports venues. It emphasizes the use of ICT both
through ICT and computing lessons but also through mid-day
break clubs and through related extra curricular activities
such as participation in Comenius projects on Robotics
and e-twinning club amongst others. E-Learning is very
present throughout the school with interactive whiteboards
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Summary of results and impact
The participation in this project featured in the Education
page of the most influential new paper on the island, that is
the Sunday Times of Malta (November 23, 2014). Through this,
the public in general was made aware of such a project.
Each participant prepared and presented a report to the
college principal where they explained the activities carried
out and the outcomes. They even discussed with his office
various ways on how their knowledge could be further
disseminated to other schools within the Gozo College.

Two separate articles were published on the Virtual Learning
Environment being used by all the Schools on the island. this
was published in the school’s staffroom. A meeting with the
school SMT was held and the outcomes of the project were
discussed. During the weekly meeting with ICT teachers, the
participants shared their experience. The Head of Department
for E-Learning was also present for these meetings.
During a staff development meeting, the participants

disseminated their experience and the outcomes of the
project. This even served to encourage other members of staff
to participate in future Erasmus+ projects.
The outcomes and new ideas were also discussed the
educational Officer for ICT. The participants showcased the
items produced and discussed policies and other learning
outcomes.
The facebook group created initially to introduce the
participants and to discuss common issues related to the
course is still very active and participants share together
articles, activities related to the topic. Furthermore,
dissemination is carrying on in an inform way when the
participants share their experience and the skills acquired with
other members of staff, parents and students.
Any Tools / Products Developed
Tap-Swipe-Pinch: A number of articles about the participant’s
experience has been published both in the school web site,
the school magazine and the local news paper. They were
followed by a report to the College Principal, the SMT and the
Education Officer for ICT. Formal and Informal dissemination
meetings have been carried out, and we have seen some tools
being used already even tough the necessary technology is
not available.

Improving Digital Literacy in Our School: The works of the
projects were uploaded on Facebook and on Fronter and also
an article was published in the school magazine. Furthermore
one can also go the new website (by Weebly) created by
the participant so that he/she will have an idea of how it all
works. In this website there is an example of every application
learned during the course. Furthermore the participant shared
also the notes with the school staff, which he acquired during
the course.
Specific theme e.g. employability, social exclusion,
citizenship, etc
• Quality Improvement Institutions and/or Methods (School
Development)
• International cooperation, international relations,
development cooperation
• ICT- new Technologies – Digital Competencies

A video produced during the Tap-Swipe-Pinch course is a
result produced during the course.
e-book production software was used to produce an e-book.
This was made available for staff to view and discuss.
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Programme:
Sectoral Programme:
Action:
Project Reference Number:
Project Title:
Name of Institution:
Website of Institution:
Start date and end date:
Visit Coordinator:
Countries represented by participants:
Name of the project partners:

Lifelong Learning Programme
Comenius
Comenius Multilateral School Partnerships
2013-1-FR1-COM06-494776
European Industrial technology and Robotics, new educational approaches for
creative learning
Gozo College Secondary School, Victoria
http://gcss.skola.edu.mt/comenius/index.html
September 2013 – July 2015
Jesmond Scerri
Malta, France, Italy and Spain
Gozo College Secondary School – Victoria, Gozo
Itis Pininfarina - Italy
Lycee Pilote Innovant International - France
Instituto De Educación Secundaria Alpajés - Spain

SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT
Objectives of the Mobility
During the two-year project, the participating schools from
France, Italy, Malta and Spain worked together to expose their
students to the European world of Robotics and Industry.
The activities carried out were varied and ranged from robot
building and programming to the analysis of the industrial
activities with visits, to international collaboration on common
tasks.
Target group
The students involved in this project were aged 13-18. They
were coming from different backgrounds and most of them
were studying technology related subjects at their respective
schools. Some students were coming from a difficult social
background and the project gave them the possibility to
explore new cultures which otherwise they would not have
had to possibility to explore.
Short description of beneficiary institution
The Gozo College Secondary School, is a public secondary
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school catering for students between 11 and 15 years old.
At present the first two years of study (Year 7 and 8) are
co-educational while the remaining 3 years (Years 9, 10 and
11) are only girls. We cater for all academic levels and the
school looks at diversity positively and embraces a culture of
inclusion.
Summary of results and impact
Through numerous activities carried out both at the respective
schools and during multicultural activities, tangible and more
important personal results were achieved. These varied from
radio programs involving students from different countries,
research about the use of robotics in our lives, visits to
industries where technology is being used and invented, visits
to universities and training institutions. We also had numerous
occasions where the students could communicate both
virtually and personally to enrich their European citizenship.
Any Tools / Products Developed
Although the main aim of this project was to expose the
students to technology including robotics, a number of
products were developed. Some of these products were

developed differently by the participating schools and
then shared amongst all partners both online and during
our meetings while other products were developed jointly
between all partners. These included an e- book, a number
of newsletters, presentations, website, articles on magazines,
an exhibition, an number of videos uploaded on youtube and
lesson plans on different types of educational robots.

Specific theme e.g. employability, social exclusion,
citizenship, etc
This project helped the participating students to grow from a
personal perspective in the European citizenship as well as in
their future job exposure.
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Programme:
Sectoral Programme:
Action:
Project Reference Number:
Project Title:
Name of Institution:
Website of Institution:
Start date and end date:
Visit Coordinator:
Countries represented by participants:

Life Long Learning
Comenius
Partnership
2013-1-BE3-COM06-07606 2
FABLES - Find out whAt’s Behind the LegEndS
St. Cecilia’s Kindergarten
www.stceciliaskg.com/
01/8/2014 till 31/07/2016
GBS Polderstadschool
Belgium, UK, Ireland, Malta

SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT
Objectives of the Mobility
• To develop cultural awareness and tolerance amongst
our multicultural students and teachers; to broaden
their understanding of the challenges of the project, the
traditional stories and morals.
• To allow the children to represent themselves to all the
partner schools, exhibiting their talents, sharing their
knowledge and building self esteem.
• To improve the children’s oral and written communication
skills in their own languages by talking, playing, performing,
singing, acting, and through creative writing and creative
arts.
• For children to learn about other languages (phrases and
vocabulary), to communicate with children from other parts
of the world through the use of ICT tools (skype, email,
DVDs and CDs).
• To expose children to a variety of creative activities.
• To improve the quality and increase the volume of
partnerships between schools in different member states, so
as to involve as many pupils as possible in joint educational
activities during the period of the programme.
• To enhance the quality and European dimension of teacher
training.
• To support improvements in pedagogical approaches and
school management.

Target group
Pre-primary schools and primary schools
Short description of beneficiary institution
St. Cecilia’s Kindergarten, is a Private Kindergarten which
operates two Schools. One is in Tarxien and generally caters
for the southern part of Malta; the second school is in Attard,
and mainly caters for the central part of the island. There
are six kindergarten classes in each of the schools and the
students are aged between 15 months to 5 years. Although
the School is a Private institution, it is accessible to everyone
and parents who have chosen to send their children to this
school come from all walks of life. Children are taught to speak
and understand the English Language and there is a great
emphasis on the love of music, singing, drawing and painting.
Children attending these Schools are encouraged to express
themselves freely through their paintings, singing and music
in order to develop their personal abilities and competencies.
We want to share our knowledge and culture with other
partners, and to experience this international project to
enlarge our vision and understanding of other cultures. We
try to raise well-educated students who feel a strong sense
of inclusion at their school, their country and the world. We
work to raise them in every aspect. We endeavour to give
them the ability to understand others, respect others and
share the world with others. We believe that such international
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cooperation projects are necessary to reach our goals and
permit us a broader vision and understanding of each other.
It is to the benefit of the children, that we can educate them
and give them a good preparation for their future. At this
very early age, through fun and play, the children are able to
communicate with foreigners. This opens a wider dimension
beyond their family, their school, their town and their country.
We teach the children to be well behaved, respect others,
understand other cultures and protect the environment,
which is the heritage of all mankind. We believe that such
multicultural cooperation projects enable us to reach our
goals. We also involve the children’s parents in the school
activities and organise events which bring together children,
parents and the teachers in a coherent holistic cultural action.
This helps in the growth and development of the children, the
parents, the teachers and the school.
Summary of results and impact
All outcomes were achieved; however some of the tasks were
redistributed as three of the original applicants were not
awarded funding for their part in the project. The calendar
task that was originally set to create one overall calendar was
adapted as it was too complicated in the layout to have all the
dates on one calendar. There was overlapping and not enough
space. It was therefore decided that it would be clearer to
have individual calendars added to the blog for publication.
The idea for the cards was to make a pack of cards using the
favourites. However, instead it was decided that it would be
more beneficial to exhibit all the cards sent to each country in
each school for all to enjoy.
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Any Tools / Products Developed
Website, The Book of Fables, Box of Knowledge, Comenius
Game, DVD, Newsletter and Final Project Conference
Specific theme e.g. employability, social exclusion,
citizenship, etc
Our objectives were:
• To develop cultural awareness and tolerance amongst
our multicultural students and teachers, to broaden their
understandings of challenges of the projects, the traditional
stories and morals.
• To allow the children to represent themselves to all the
partner schools, exhibiting their talents, sharing their
knowledge and building self esteem
• To improve the children’s oral and written communication
skills in their own languages by talking, playing, performing,
singing, acting, creative writing and creative arts.
• For children to learn about other languages (phrases and
vocabulary), to communicate with children from other parts
of the world through the use of ICT tools (skype, email,
DVDs and CDs).
• To expose children to a variety of creative activities.
• To improve the quality and to increase the volume of
partnerships between schools in different member states, so
as to involve as many pupils as possible in joint educational
activities during the period of the programme.
• To enhance the quality and European dimension of teacher
training.
• To support improvements in pedagogical approaches and
school management.
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Programme:
Sectoral Programme:
Action:
Project Reference Number:
Project Title:
Name of Institution:
Website of Institution:
Start date and end date:
Countries represented by participants:

Lifelong Learning Programme
Grundtvig
Learning Partnerships
LLP/GRU/MT/LP/10/2013
Learn Understand Trust Act
Write Deal Association
www.animationmalta.org/
2013-2015
Austria, Poland, Czech Republic, Italy, Germany, Sweden

SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT
Objectives of the Mobility
To raise awareness in our social environment that refugees
are not merely numbers, but they have faces and stories and
the right to express themselves creatively within the public.
This was reached by conducting biographical interviews
carried out in pairs composed of refugees and adult learners
of the majority society. All interviews were then collated in a
documentary.

Target group
The project involved cooperation between different types
of organisations: institutions for adult education, cultural
institutions as well as refugee relief organisations. The
different institutions provided a variety of expertise and
experience leading to a mutual learning process.
Short description of beneficiary institution
Write Deal Association is an NGO that was formed in 2011 and
is made up of a group of artistic professionals hailing from
different artistic backgrounds (script-writers, researchers,
story-board artists, composers, designers, animators, graphic
designers, modellers and voice talents) who work together to:
• Raise public and political awareness on social and
environmental issues through its audio-visual productions
and work.
• Encourage and enhance the talent of local Maltese audiovisual artists (script-writers, directors, producers, animators,
illustrators, composers, editors, sound-effects) and others.
• Educate and cultivate its members’ talents by supporting
them in training in their relevant fields.
• Support the Maltese language by producing productions
(cartoons, films, documentaries, publications, etc) in both
the English and the Maltese language.
Summary of results and impact
From the research conducted each country found the
positive and negative points of views for each country’s
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National Asylum Policy and was able to compare and contrast
accordingly. Moreover, the documentary was the biggest
flagship of this project as the participants were able to gather
first hand experiences from the interviews conducted.

Specific theme e.g. employability, social exclusion,
citizenship, etc
Migration and social inclusion

Any Tools / Products Developed
The main products were research and the documentary which
can be accessed from: http://www.luta-europe.aau.at/
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Youth

Action:
Project Reference Number:
Project Title:
Name of Institution:
Start date and end date:
Countries represented by participants:

KA1
2014-2-MT01-KA105-000301
Non-formal education, the steps to active citizenship
Fingerprints
1/08/2014 – 1/03/2015
Malta, Romania, Italy, Cyprus, Poland, France, Bulgaria, United Kingdom, Turkey

SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT
The Context
For young people who participate in non-formal activities
abroad the set of skills earned in a training course can also
include a more pronounced development of intercultural
and language skills. All these qualifications are especially
valued by employers when young people lack formal
working experience. In that case a participation in nonformal activities can contribute to the successful transition
of young people from education to the labour market. It can
positively influence the employability of young people and
secure them a better access to the labour market. Moreover,
the participation in various non-formal activities can result in
developing a valuable social capital, in an increase of mobility
and in creating or opening new vocational paths. The latter
are especially important for the more vulnerable groups of
people such as early school leavers, young people with fewer
opportunities, young migrants, and young people Not in
Education, Employment, or Training.
Participants
We aimed to have 9 partners with 3 participants and staff
during the project week, where we intend and succeeded to
show the power of Non-Formal Learning in relation to active
citizenship. This project will gave special attention and focus
to the needs of youth workers, social workers and Youth
Workers who work with young people especially those who
did not have the opportunity to voice their opinion or are
excluded from society due to various factors.
Issues and Needs
The aim of this training course is to increase the knowledge
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and skills of how young people can become active citizens
through non-formal education and how non formal education
can help the youth workers to act as multipliers and spread
the skills earned in this training course to the youths they
work with.
Objectives of the Mobility
• To debate the concept of active citizenship;
• To understand the role of non-formal education in
preparing responsible and active citizens of Europe;
• To provide young people an opportunity to exchange ideas
and examples of good practice in the area of integrating
non-formal education and active citizenship;
• To enable young people to see Europe as an integral part of
their historical, social, cultural and political environment;
• To develop awareness of the dangers associated with
exclusion, including racism and xenophobia, through
educational measures for and involving young people;
• To encourage autonomy;
• To become active citizens through creativity and the spirit
of enterprise among young people, particularly in the social,
civic, cultural and environmental contexts;
• To produce relevant tools and resources and initiate projects
to support further the development of the European
dimension within the youth programme;
• To learn life skills and prepare for active citizenship;
• To provide a space for establishing partnerships and
projects in the field of non formal education and education
for European citizenship.
Target group
This project gave special attention and focus to the needs
of youth workers, social workers and Youth Workers who

work with young people especially those who did not have
the opportunity to voice their opinion or are excluded from
society due to various factors.

Specific theme e.g. employability, social exclusion,
citizenship, etc
Active citizenship

Short description of beneficiary institution
Fingerprints is a youth organisation that aims at working
closely with young people, give a voice to young people and
give the tools to youth workers. Fingerprints works in the field
of education, young people, inclusion, human rights, creativity,
identity, arts, ecology, training, seminars, youth exchanges
and evs. Fingerprints is a non-profit non-governmental
organisation, where with the help of its qualified trainers and
youth workers ensures that its priorities of inspiring, involving,
motivating and empowering young people are reached.
Our members also participated in several Youth in Action,
Grundtvig Erasmus + trainings abroad (since our team and
members have been involved in youth work from before the
NGO was founded in Malta). We cooperate with local NGOs and
work together on a voluntary level. We have delivered trainings
abroad about Social Inclusion, bullying, young people’s
challenges, employability, and healthy lifestyle, Youth and
Gender, Entrepreneurship and Active Citizenship.

Testimonials / positive comments from participants in final
report
“This training made me realise I can do more.” – Peace
“Though my English not good, I learn more when home.” – Ismet
“Wow! I really enjoyed it, it made me go out of my comfort zone!”
– Valentina

Summary of results and impact
• http://issuu.com/fingerprints-malta/docs/non_formal_
education_the_road_to_ac
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cf_
TzgtgIJk&feature=youtu.be
Any Tools / Products Developed
News paper reviews
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Programme:
Action:
Project Reference Number:
Project Title:
Name of Institution:
Website of Institution:
Start date and end date:
Countries represented by participants:
Name of the project partners:

Erasmus+
Mobility of learners and staff
2014-1-MT01-KA105-000107
Perform Your Life
Salesian Oratory
www.salesjani.org/
15/07/2015 – 01/03/2015
Belgium, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta,
Romania and Turkey
Asociatia Pentru Dezvoltare Activa, Anatolia Egitim Arastirma ve Kalkindirma
Dernegi, Babylonie, Helsingin Venäjänkielinen nuorisokulttuuriyhdistys HVNA
Alliance ry, Mis Kus Millal, Siauliu rusu kulturos centras, Udruga za rad s mladima
Breza, vzw jong, VsI Galvocius, PRISM and Humana people to people in Latvia

SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT
Objectives of the Mobility
The Project “Perform Your Life” was a 6 days training course
based on non-formal and informal learning and designed for
youth workers, youth leaders and other educators working
with young people with fewer opportunities. The main idea
of the project was to equip youth workers with necessary
competencies of Social Entrepreneurship and deliver them to
young people with fewer opportunities they work with. Thus
we want to increase young people’s possibility to be active
in society, develop ideas and initiatives as well as reduce the
level of unemployed young people with fewer opportunities.

1. work with young people with fewer opportunities)
2. want to expand their experience within the field of Social
Entrepreneurship
3. planning / want to organise training courses (other
educational activities) for young people by giving to them
theoretical and practical approach to Entrepreneurship and
Business start-up.

These objectives were reached through:
1. The Development of Learning to Learn (L2L) competence
in order to be efficient in absorbing entrepreneurial
competencies.
2. The Development of entrepreneurial competencies in order
to be transferred to young people with fewer opportunities
in home organisations.

Short description of beneficiary institution
The main objective of the Oratory, better known as ‘Salesjani’
is to carry out activities aimed at promoting human and
Christian education of the young. All members are helped
to understand that they belong to a family in which they
are welcome and to which they have a positive contribution
to make. Throughout the years, the Oratory has been able
to reach out and animate various young people and help
them to develop and implement new ideas by creating new
opportunities for them. The Oratory which was founded
back in 1908, embraces several sub groups, each with its
own specialization to empower young members to become
leaders.

Target group
Youth leaders, youth workers, volunteers, other educators
who:

Young members are encouraged to participate by taking
various responsibilities (including the promotion of the
oratory and its various activities) in the running of the
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Oratory within the Youth Centre Committee and the group
of animators and leaders. By doing so, they are given the
opportunity to become protagonists in the life of the Oratory.
Members are also encouraged to take part in active groups
within the Oratory, such as Atturi Salesjani, Salesian Brigade,
Past Pupils and Friends of Don Bosco, Worship Ministry etc, so
that educative and religious proposals can be more effective
and person-oriented. These active groups are meant to serve
as animation and incentives within the Oratory offering space
to the young where they can be creative and take initiative.
Young people are also encouraged to organize and take an
active part in entertainment programmes, such as drama
presentations and festivals, which form an integral part of life
in the Oratory. Members are motivated to take a leadership
role in the organization of the annual Bosco Summer School
held at the Oratory.
The Salesian Oratory, together with the Salesian Pastoral
Youth Service (SPYS) and Dingli Oratory (Savio), offer a holistic
Christian formation for the young while accompanying them
towards the discovery of authentic life values. Through talks,
discussions and apostolic activity, members are helped to
foster justice and peace while urged to be active in working
towards building a healthier society. The Salesians also offer
online services to children and adolescents, providing them
with targeted online support through www.kellimni.com.
Summary of results and impact
The results:
1. “24” participants entrepreneurially educated; 3 persons of
support staff with improved organisational and logistics
skills

2. “12” organisations from different geographical regions of
Europe involved in cooperation.
3. The final protocol (handbook) with activities applied during
the TC
4. Newsletter on Social Entrepreneurship
5. Reports about home practice made by each participants
once back home.
The impact:
1. Increased understanding of principles of Social
Entrepreneurship and possibilities to combine this field
with non-formal learning in order to stimulate the process
of development among own target groups;
2. Developed entrepreneurial skills: sense of team work,
creative and adaptive thinking, communication skill, sense
of initiative.
3. Continuing communication and cooperation between
partners. Involvement of partners’ partners thus enlarging
the network of contacts across Europe and spreading the
idea of the project with an opportunity of creation of new
projects.
Any Tools / Products Developed
Knowledge:
• Awareness on the theoretical background of Social
Entrepreneurship (SE)
• Participants shared the experience of own countries with
each other thus enlarging knowledge database in terms of
SE.
• Awareness on the main principles of SE management.
Skills:
• Sense making - participants had to analyse the realities
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•
•

•

•

(needs, problems, opportunities etc) of target groups they
work with and came up with an idea which became a
basement for Business start-up.
Novel and adaptive thinking - participants had to become
with creative and innovative ideas which will be adaptable
for target groups they work with.
Load Management - participants improved own skills in
ability to discriminate and filter information for importance,
and to understand how to maximise the effect they want to
reach with Business Start-up.
Emotional Intelligence - participants during the TC
experienced many situations where they had to manage
with emotions. Participants learned how to quickly assess
the emotions of those around them and own emotions and
adapt words, tone and gestures accordingly.
Cross-culturality - participants encountered a cross-cultural
environment where each participants had their own
attitudes and beliefs. Thus participants at first had the
possibility to improve linguistics skills (this closely comes
with EQ) and also adapt own cultural attitudes to the
process in order to achieve the results.

Beside Entrepreneurial skills participants via different activities
have developed/improved the following:
• Communication skills. It involves verbal, non-verbal
communication, empathy, active listening, giving and
receiving feedback, reflecting acquired knowledge skills,
etc.
• Psycho-social skills. It involves self-awareness, selfconfidence skills, identifying personal strengths and
weaknesses, positive thinking skills, skills for building self
image, social interaction, inter-cultural communication,
co-operational skills, working in the team, participating in

the social activities, working with diverse individuals and
groups, self control skills, dealing with emotions.
• Vocational skills. It involves self employment skills, social
business start-up skills.
• Self management skills. It involves taking responsibility
at the appropriate level, learning new skills, knowledge,
values.
In general activities were focused on the following key
components described by EC:
• communication in foreign language;
• learning to learn;
• social and civic competencies;
• sense of initiative and entrepreneurship.
Specific theme e.g. employability, social exclusion,
citizenship, etc
• Entrepreneurial learning - entrepreneurship education;
• Inclusion – equity;
• International cooperation, international relations,
development cooperation
Testimonials / positive comments from participants in final
report
Participants in this project were able to develop:
• Acquire competencies for personal and professional
development
• New learning practices and training methods;
• Acquire competencies for personal and professional
development;
• Build up new contacts/expand my professional network;
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Programme:
Action:
Project Reference Number:
Project Title:
Name of Institution:
Start date and end date:
Country represented by participants:
Name of the project partner:

Erasmus+
Mobility of learners and staff
2014-3-MT01-KA105-003555
Global Partnership for Development
Youth for Development (Y4D)
15/01/2015 - 15/04/2015
Italy
Fondazione Diocesana Oratori Milanesi

SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT
Objectives of the Mobility
This project brought together two groups - Youth for
Development (Y4D) and Fondazione Oratori Milanesi (FOM)
for a job shadowing experience. In this project, leaders from
Y4D followed work performed in FOM. This project gave an
opportunity to get a glimpse on youth work practice in oratori
and share methodologies, of which some are being now
applied locally with Maltese youth. This project was also used
to initiate further collaborations; in fact both organisations
wrote another project to be funded which will focus on the
need of voluntary work. Also, this job shadowing experience
provided a perfect avenue for the sharing of practices and
knowledge and gave the opportunity to participants to
observe and reflect on different practices and move beyond
the local scene of youth work. The innovative knowledge
learnt and new ways of practices are now put into practice
during the regular weekly meetings.
The objectives of this project were:
1. to equip youth 4 development leaders with various
knowledge and skills on how to deal with different young
people through non formal methodologies that our Italian
partners adopt
2. to show participants how different resources are created
and used during different meetings/activities
3. to work on creating a yearly curriculum in relation to global
development in order to be used with our respective groups
4. exchange of work practices and possible future projects
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Target group
Youth workers and Youth leaders
Short description of beneficiary institution
Youth for Development (Y4D) is an informal group of
young people who are interested to promote the provision
of programmes which promote social and personal
development of young people. The main aim is to affirm
an individual in his or her identity and involve him/her
in society. Youth for development seeks to valorise the
importance of young people for the benefit of society at
large and is investing in the development of young people
specifically to make them an asset rather than simply being
a dependent group.
The Members of the Y4D group have considerable experience
in the field of youth work - as all members are actively
contribute as volunteers in local youth organisations. The
members of the group led and participated in various national
and international initiatives, seminars and exchanges. Y4D
has been created in order to further exploit the results of such
projects and disseminate the benefits the positive outcomes
of such activities through other opportunities based on
non-formal and informal learning. Y4D seeks to further help
the development of individuals, especially young people.
The motivation stems from the fact that young people are
generally considered as being continuously in a process
of change: support and help during such a crucial point in
time can benefit the developmental process, creating better
individuals and communities as a whole. Such opportunities

enable young people to become team players who are active
in the daily life of their society.
Summary of results and impact
The results: Participants had a very positive impact which lead
towards more collaborations and further initiatives together as
two distinct organisations but with one common aim; namely
the development of young people in various contexts.
The impact:
1. Participants had a very positive impact which lead towards
more collaborations and further initiatives together as two
distinct organisations but with one common aim; namely
the development of young people in various contexts;
2. The project had lead towards a lot of passing on/sharing
of the different methodologies that the participants
themselves experienced once job shadowing with FOM.
The ideas and methodologies gained were passed on
through an information seminar done with other Maltese
leaders and which in return they might start applying/
using with their different groups.
Any Tools / Products Developed
Knowledge and skills: Participants had the opportunity to
gain more knowledge when shadowing a leaders’ training
event within FOM. Also the meetings with the different
young people gave them the opportunity to witness different
methodologies our Italian partners use with young people
and this helped to acquire different skills and hand on
practices which can be used with our youths here in Malta. The

results are definitely in line with what we planned. Through
this project we managed to strengthen our collaboration with
FOM and this had lead towards more enthusiasm and zest
to work more together. In fact we are already collaborating
together on other bigger projects which will reach more
youths from both our organisations.
Specific theme e.g. employability, social exclusion,
citizenship, etc
Youth (Participation, Youth Work, Youth Policy)
Testimonials / positive comments from participants in final
report
Participants in this project were able to develop:
• Acquired competencies for personal and professional
development
• Acquired knowledge and specific know-how from good
practice abroad
• Acquired competencies for personal and professional
development;
• Build up new contacts/expand my professional network;
• Increased the quality and quantity of youth mobility
organised by my organisation;
• Improve services offered by my organisation
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Programme:
Action:
Project Reference Number:
Project Title:
Name of Institution:
Website of Institution:
Start date and end date:
Countries represented by participants:
Name of the project partners:

Erasmus+
Mobility of learners and staff
2014-1-MT01-KA105-000082
Crossing Borders for the Restoration of our Shared Heritage
Din l-Art Ħelwa
http://dinlarthelwa.org/
01/06/2014 to 31/10/14
Malta, France and Israel
Union Rempart (France) and Society for Preservation of Israel Heritage Sites (Israel)

SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT
Objectives of the Mobility
Our project aimed to bring together 3 NGO’s with a shared
interest in the preservation of historical and cultural heritage.
France and Israel were invited to participate with the Maltese
team, over a period of 2 weeks. The project was developed
around the restoration of parts of the Bastion wall encircling
the Msida Garden of Rest, a property which has been under
the guardianship of Din l-Art Ħelwa, for over 25 years. The
intent of the project was not only to learn and share examples
of best practice within the field of restoration, through a
hands on approach, but also to create a deeper understanding
of each countries own cultural heritage and diversity on a level
that goes beyond practices in restoration.
Target group
Projects was aimed toward youth interested in cultural
heritage and restoration, who didn’t need to have any
previous experience as we believe anyone can learn the basic
skills needed to participate in the project and through this
encourage youth from different sectors to volunteer.
Short description of beneficiary institution
Din l-Art Ħelwa, National Trust of Malta, is a nongovernmental,
not-for-profit, voluntary organisation founded in 1965
to safeguard the historic, artistic and natural heritage of
Malta. Since its foundation, Din l-Art Ħelwa has restored and
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managed numerous cultural sites of immense historic and
environmental importance. We promote the preservation
and protection of historic buildings and monuments, the
character of our towns and villages, and places of natural
beauty and importance to the flora and fauna of such places,
especially in relation to the problems arising from modern
urban development. We stimulate the enforcement of existing
laws and the enactment of new ones for the protection of our
natural and built heritage.
Summary of results and impact
The direct scope of the project is our most tangible result,
being the actual restoration of the historic site. Apart
from offering participants the chance to learn, develop
and practice skills in conservation that they may perhaps
otherwise had not had the opportunity, they also attained
logistical, managerial and other traits due to the strong input
each participant had in the project. The project also directly
helped youth unemployment as it gave participants the
chance to not only gain new skills which could strengthen
their prospects of getting employed but also recognize the
multidimensional sector which it exits, in what was for many a
subsequently unknown zone. The project provided a window
of opportunity for both local and foreign participants, as
each extended their network as they got to meet and discuss
career choices with both skilled or unskilled persons currently
working in the field.
Specific theme e.g. employability, social exclusion,
citizenship, etc
Volunteering and employability for youth within the cultural
heritage sector as well as promoting multiculturalism, social
inclusion and youth empowerment through active citizenship.
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Programme:
Action:
Project Reference Number:
Project Title:
Name of Institution:
Start date and end date:
Visit Coordinator:
Countries represented by participants:
Name of the project partner:

Erasmus+
KA105 – Youth
2014-2-MT01-KA105-000351
EXTEND
Iklin 20+ Parish Group
01/08/2014 – 31/12/2014
Mr Rodrick Farrugia
Malta / Ireland
Limerick Youth Service

SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT
Objectives of the Mobility
This project was a youth exchange between a local youth
group - Iklin 20+ Parish Group and Limerick Youth Services
(LYS). It involved 15 young people aged between 18-25 years
from each country, together with 5 youth leaders. It was held in
Malta between the 6-12th September 2014. The participants of
these exchange were young people coming from the 2 youth
groups. Several of them are facing some degree of challenges
when it comes to employment, including unemployment.
The project was carried out to address the issue of
employability.
The aims were:
1. as Europeans we aim at contributing to achieve the targets
of the EU, namely the targets about employment presented
in Europe 2020 indicators; we also aim at contributing to
reach National targets indicated in National Policies about
employment;
2. to develop our soft skills related to employability such
as team building, communication, entrepreneurial and
leadership skills;
3. become more aware of what leads to unemployment,
about the consequences of unemployment and how
to overcome this problem. This will help us to be better
equipped to work towards higher employability, more able

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

to include initiatives in favour of employability in our youth
work and to raise awareness about the theme in the wider
community;
become more aware of what employers tend to search for
in an employee during recruitment;
have a wider perspective of issues related to employment
and youth work through discussions and sharing of
experience with young people from another country;
become aware of and appreciate basic cultural aspects of
people from a different country and build relationships
with young people from another country;
develop a stronger working relationship between the
two partners in order to set the grounds for further
collaboration;
to give further visibility to our groups, youth work in
general, this and to the Erasmus+ programme.

The exchange was built around various activities in a nonformal learning setup and that left ample space for informal
learning to take place. The participants learning process was
supported through mentoring, using the Youth pass tool.
Target group
Young people and youth leaders participating in the Youth
Exchange, as well as members of the local community.
Short description of beneficiary institution
We are a group of young people aged between 18 and 25
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years who meet at the Iklin Parish centre every Wednesday.
The group’s main aim is to help us in our personal
development, following a holistic approach and to take a more
active role in society. We are mentored by two youth workers
who help us in developing our formation programmes and
support us in undertaking new challenges. The group has
been meeting for the past three years. Our group is made
up of people coming from different backgrounds and who
are facing different situations. Three of us are unemployed,
another three are studying at university level, three are
studying in a lower institution, two are employed provisionally
and four are in employment. Eight of us are involved as
youth leaders with two parish groups for young people aged
between 13-14 and 15-16 years.
Summary of results and impact
The results:
1. we learned better ways to contribute to the initiatives
being taken on different levels;
2. this project made us more employable through the
acquisition of skills and our increased awareness of issues
related to our employability. Moreover several of us
became more aware of areas we need to develop further;
3. we are more equipped to help other young people to
become more employed and to help raise awareness about
and act against unemployment among people in the
community;
4. we had the opportunity to promote our initiatives and work;
5. we contributed towards the promotion and recognition of
non-formal and informal learning as a fundamental tool for
personal development.
Long term benefits on,

Participants:
• we achieved and developed skills, attitudes and
competencies which make us more employable;
• we became more aware of EU tools for employment;
• we gained certification for our learning experience;
• in general, most of us developed a positive attitude towards
life-long learning;
• we are more aware of risks posed by long-term
unemployment;
• we are more equipped to bring about positive change in
regards to unemployment;
• we gained further visibility in the local community.
Participating Organizations:
• gained visibility within the community and among
authorities who participated in different parts of the
programme;
• have an increased capacity to offer better youth work
services since our members gained experience and
knowledge;
• have developed very good working relationships with a
partner, this relationship is leading us to discuss further
collaboration in the Youth Work field;
• helped in the process of internationalization of both
organizations;
• Iklin 20+ Parish Group benefited a lot from the vast
experience in youth work of the Limerick Youth Services.
Target groups:
• the local community became more aware of the problem of
unemployment;
• the local community had the opportunity to experience an
inter-cultural activity;
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• given that some of the participants are youth leaders, and
that this exchange helped them gain further competence
in dealing with issues related to employability, the young
people with whom they work are benefiting indirectly from
this exchange. In fact their leaders are in a better position
to help them in their education-for-employability process
(built new networks, have made new contacts and met
experts in the field of employment and have a greater
knowledge of referral opportunities).
Any Tools / Products Developed
Knowledge:
• awareness about situations of youth unemployment in
Malta and Ireland;
• awareness about the causes and consequences of
unemployment;
• awareness about how to become more employable;
• awareness about other cultures and about how issues differ
from one culture to another.
Skills:
• further development of soft skills such as teamwork, public
speaking, external and internal customer relationship;
• development of entrepreneurial skills and creative thinking;
• development of social skills such as interaction with people
from another country and interaction with older people
within the community;
• development of linguistic skills through an exposure to the
use of the English language and through awareness of some
words from Gaelic and Maltese languages;
• the use of ICT for presentations and communication;
• further development in management skills;
• development of skills required for a job interview;
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• analytic skills - especially the skill to analyse the
environment to identify opportunities;
• enhanced ability to identify personal learning needs and to
search for opportunities to learn.
Specific theme e.g. employability, social exclusion,
citizenship, etc
Employability of young people
Testimonials / positive comments from participants in final
report
Participants in this Youth Exchange were able to develop:
• a positive attitude towards learning
• a positive attitude towards employment
• a positive attitude towards collaborating and sharing
experiences and good practices with other organizations,
groups and entities.
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